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'(Pace-settel's SaVOlLl' Sabena's gift fol' in-flight charm) 

You are to be congratulated for your discovery of a really clever 
comedian. They are so seldom found these days. You told us 
about him on your last flight over. Remember? And we decided 

'V "'''' H' d p • .r,ormance. Oh, we see he's coming over to your 
table. Will we join you? Why, we would be delighted! As we were 

saying to a friend only the other day, one can always be a pace
setter, like yourself, of course. It's your ability to find truly talented 
people. Jt aop.-=- with Vl"llr I I no ..... ,.., ........ r ~:1 1 f ...... -:-1.:-- .. 

.,;1--- ... . ,' J"OJ ..... .... ,JVIIIJI~ .:;)1'111 IVI t'J\.,l\lJIY loe oes~~ 

It 's obvious. You fly with us. You fly Sabena. 

lUCIAN !Villi IIRl/NES 

SABENA, THE ONLY INTERNATIONAL NETWORK HOMING ON BRUSSEL S, HUB OF THE COMMON MARKET 
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CDC 

Commonwealth Development Corporation 
CDC was established by Act of Parliament in 1948 to assist the economic development of dependent territories of the 
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth Development Act, 1963 restored CDC's iull powers of operation in all those 
Commonwealth countries which had achieved independence since tbe date of CDC's e,taulishment in 1948 and 
l'hauged the name from Colonial Development Corporation. "'ith the agreement of the Governments concerned CDC 
ran also act as managing agents and render advisory services in any indppendent country. CDC is empowered to 
undertake. either alone or in association with others, projects for the promotion 01' expansion of a wide range of 
economic enterprises. The Corporation is organised to operate commercially and has a stalutol'Y ohligation to pay 
its way taking one year with another. CDC has powers to horrow up to £l50m on a long- 01' medium-term basis 
and Clam on shodAerm: loans up to n:30m may be out~tanding at anyone time from the United Kingdom Exchecluer. 

PROJECTS IN SOUTHERN AND CENTRAL AFRICA 

CDC has 122 projects in 30 Common
wealth countries with an estimated 
capital commitment of over £125 mil
lion. Ofthese projects, 13 are in Central 
Africa Region (Malawi, Rhodesia and 
Zambia) and nine in Southern Africa 
Region (Basutoland, Bechuanaland 
and Swaziland) with total commitment 
£49 million. Details of typical projects 
are given below. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 
Bechuanaland 
The Lobatsi abattoir was completed by 
CDC eleven years ago. In 1960 the pro
ject was turned into a registered com
pany, Bech uanal and Protectora te 
Abattoirs Ltd in which the BP Govern
ment and the Livestock Producers' 
Trust hold half the share capital. CDC 
has managed the abattoir since its 
inception. It handles all the country's 
export cattle and in 1964 achieved 
another new record with a total kill of 
111,758 head. Modernisation and ex
pansion recently completed has en-
abled the abat t,.,;" tA 1,;11 , "f''' :..cea,", 
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per day. A su bsidi ary company operates 
a cannery and freezing works. The 
annual turnover is nearly £5 mill ion. 

Swaz iland 
On the low veld, the Swaziland Iniga
tion Scheme complex represents a CDC 
investment of £8 million. It comprises 
the original CDC agricultural project 
with a 42-mile canal, completed in 
1957, and main storage dam now being 
complet€d, with 6,000 acres under rice, 
sugar cane and citru5. The -a.clj pining 
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Mhlume ::;ugar \...00. was laUllcntu """ 

Hulett's Sugar Corporation in 1958, JJ 
has 10,000 acres cane, and estimated 

1965 sugar production of 72,000 tons. 
Also part of t he SIS project is the 
Vuvulane Irrigated Farms scheme on 
which 62 Swazi small farmers are 
growing cane and other crops under 
irrigation with plans for expanding 
the numbers. 
Usutu Pulp Co. Ltd, formed in 1959 by 
CDC and Courtaulds Ltd. to exploit 
the 100,000 acre pine forest planted by 
CDC, is now producing at a profit 
100,000 tons of quality kraft pulp per 
annum. CDC's investment in the com
pany is £8.3 million. 
CDC has provided a large part of the 
finance for the construction of the 
railway, opened in November 1964, to 
link the iron ore mine on the western 
escarpment with the Mozambique line 
to Lourenco Marques. CDC also has 
an investment in the iron ore mine at 
Ngwenya promoted by Anglo Ameri
can Corporation of South Africa Ltd 
and Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds Ltd. 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Tire projects in Malawi, Rhodesia and 
Zambia comprise investments in agri
culture, cement manufacture and tex
tiles and in local development agencies, 
and loans to public bodies fo r power 
and water supplies, air transport and 
for African housing. 

Inter-territor ia l Corporati ons 
CDC lent £1=5 m.illion for tIle Kariba 
dam which was built with cement from 
Chilariga, another CDC project. It is 
1€ndlng£1.5 million to Central African 
Ajrways CorporatioR towards th€ pur
"h"M of t.wo BAC 1-11 aircraft (a 

previous loan for Vickers Viscounts 
was recently repaid). 

Malawi 
CDC is lending nearly £2 million for 
the Nkula Fall s hydro-electric scheme 
now under construction and it has 
provided the finance for the Mudi 
River Water Board's Walker's Ferry 
scheme to supply water to Blantyre/ 
Limbe. 
The Vipya Tung Estate in Northern 
Malawi is one of the main sources of 
employment in that part of the country 
as well as providing a valuable export 
crop from its 5.000 acres of tung trees. 
At Kasungu. CDC has been managing 
a training scheme for African farmers 
learning to grow fiue-cured tobacco. 
CDC's most recent investment in 
Malawi is a textile mill in pai'tnership 
with David Whitehead & Sons (Hold
ings) Ltd of Lancashire and the 
Malawi Government's Development 
Corporation. 

Rhodesia 
CDC has an investment in the In
dustrial Promotion COl'pol';}tiorr of 
Central Africa Ltd (of which CDC's 
Regional Controller is Chairman): the 
Highfield (Salisbury) housing estate 
(among others) was largely built with 
money from a CDC loan to the 
Rhodesia Government. 

Zambia 
The Chilanga cement works was built 
by CDC in 1951. It has since expanded 
its capacity to 165,000 tons a year and 
has become a public company with a 
quotation for its shares. Recently the 
Zambia Government acquired a sub
stantial holding in the company and a 
large expansion scheme has been ap-
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proved. There lS also a lOan LU 0"10 DU

saka Central Electricity Corporation, 

® COMMONWEALTH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 33 Hill S t ree t Lo n don WI 

SOUTHERN AFRICA- REGlONAL OFF ICE: Palace Building, 52 Pr\tchard Street, Johannesburg. 
CENTHAL AFRfCA- HEGIONAL OFFlCE: Throgmorton Rouse, Jameson Avenue, Salisbury. 

MALA \\,1 OFFfCE: CDC Representative, Downs House. V;ctocia Av.enu.e, Bla~ltJT('. 
ZA~1BIA OFFJCE: Zaml)ia Development Corporation Ltd, c a Martin & Co, Permanent House, Cuiro Ho;"l. Lusaka. 

(0. 23) 
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A jamUl'able view oj " Black City," Johannesburg 

the city that is controlled by the (white) 
Johannesburg city council; the rest are in 
contiguous government-run townships. 

Soweto is not an African word; it is an 
abbreviation of "South-Western Town
ships." "Black City's" 26 square miles sup
pert about 77,000 houses. All but a couple 
of thousand of these are neat boxes in long 
rows; each has a tiny garden in front and 
behind, a tap in the backyard and (except 
for about 1,800 of them) a flush toilet. 
Around 10,000 of the houses have elec
tricity. It is proposed to give them all 
electricity, and to light every street, over 
a period of ten years. 

The inside of most houses is the same: 
two very small front rooms and two back. 
New houses come without inside doors or 
plastering; it is for the inhabitants to finish 
them off. From inside, these houses are one 
step up from squalor; from outside, they 
look like a vast improvement on the slums 
they have replaced. About 35,000 people 
(7,000 families) in the final slum, Pimville, 
have yet to be rehoused. 

This standard Johannesburg pattern is 
repeated all along the Witwatersrand
the cluster of towns along the gold reefs 
that includes Johannesburg as well as the 
biggest part of the country's industrial 
gold mining, and white-population strength. 
Each major town in the republic has its 
Soweto. The credit for the building of 
these vast, unexciting but at least hygienic 
satellite cities must be given to Dr 
Verwoerd himself. As minister for Bantu 
affairs, he promoted them; the COSt has 
totalled £ 100 million in ten years. 

The most cheeky of all the "cheeky 
kaffirs "-the intellectuals among South 
Africa's town Africans-say that they 
preferred the free life of the former slums 
to the easily inspected uniformity of the 
new regimented boxes. Pimville, for 
example, still has many speakeasies (they 
call them shebeens) deriving from the days 
when Africans were not allowed to buy or 
drink wines, beers, or spirits. In Soweto 
the government has provided sparkling new 
bars ; these: look like hospitals inside, and 
African policemen lean against tbe counters. 
The result is that many of the she been 

queens have moved into Soweto, in spite of 
the government pubs, and they get the 
custom. The shebeen is simply a back 
room, with a gramophone, a few chairs, and 
a centre table to take the glasses. Its 
primary quality is its illegality: inside it 
there is a feeling of escape from the 
restrictions of life in South Africa. 

For many Africans in Johannesburg the 
new townships are a material improvement 
upon what went before (as is the comfort
able new Johannesburg African railway 
station). But there is no freehold in the 
Sowetos ; there was in some of the slums 
that went before them. Although most 
houses are within something like a mile of 
the nearest railway station, the crowded 
trains and the long journey to town every 
morning mean getting up before dawn and 
arriving home after dark every day. A 
Johannesburg newspaper reported some 
years ago that the Africans were so crowded 
on these trains that they rode between the 
carriages, or crushed into them beyond 
safety limits, and that, as a result, some 150 

a year were killed on the Soweto-J ohannes
burg route alone. Asked if this figure still 
applied, the official spokesman for South 
African Railways answered: ,. It is an 
underestimate. " 

In Dr Verwoerd's new black cities the 
streets are long and straight; their layout 
meets the convenience of strategically 
placed police stations. Most important of 
all, the whole of Soweto (like the other black 
townships) is divided into tribal districts, so 
that Zulu may not live alongside Sotho, or 
Xhosa become a neighbour of Tswana. Few 
more obvious applications of the principle 
of divide · and rule exist; the immediate 
effect has been to increase the number of 
tribal clashes by emphasising differences. 

Soweto is tighrly controlled by minor 
officials who administer monstrous regula
tions. Any white man going in, or indeed 
any African wanting to visit any town in 
South Africa for longer than 72 hours, 
needs a permit. A man who loses his job 
might have 72 hours to find another. If he 
fails, he can be told to leave his house, 
Soweto and, indeed, Johannesburg-or be 
held in an " aid centre." Any resident of 

XI 

the township found" undesirable" may, on 
no other ground, similarly be expelled. 
Grown-up sons may not live with their 
parents in Soweto unless they were born in 
or have jobs in Johannesburg. If man and 
wife both work and the man loses his job, 
both might be endorsed out (the endorse
ment appears on the pass every African must 
carry : or, r~rhaps worse, maybe only one 
of them. Tho administration of all this, 
which was tightened up by the Bantu Laws 
Amendment Act of. 1964 to give officials 
almost universal powers over the residence 
and movement of Africans in all of white 
South Africa, is in the hands of local labour 
bureaus; the officers in charge of these 
bureaus are now being designated " peace 
officers," and have powers of arrest and 
search of houses. It is possible for the 
labour bureaus to "endorse out" Africans 
who have lived in, say, Johannesburg all 
their lives; if this happens, the order must 
be confirmed by Pretoria. The man would 
then be expected to go " home" to a tribal 
reserve he may never have seen. 

Anyone kn'Ocking on any door in Soweto 
will soon enough be told one or twO personal 
tales of hardship resulting from this web of 
regulations. It might be a case of the house 
being searched for" illegal residents" or of 
a close friend or relative being "endorsed 
out" or of a few weeks of panic between 
jobs hoping that the somewhat cumbersome 
labour bureau machinery does not start 
working between the expiry of the permit 
and the finding of the new job. A surpris
ing number of these tales have a more or 
les> happy ending: it is one thing, it seems, 
to devise intricate laws for regulating 
people's lives, and quite another to operate 
them efficiently. "So-and-so was endorsed 
out and jt took him tWO months to find his 
way back," is a fairly common tale. 
Africans are not without ingenuity. 

The purpose of all this is not to torture 
the town Africans (whose wages are going 
up and whose jobs are more stable than they 
were) ; it is to pretend that their numbers 
can be controlled. They cannot. Their 
numbers grow every year. In 1950, 28 per 
cent of South Africa's non-whites lived in 
the towns; in 1960 it was 37 per cent and 
it will, according to the present trend, prob
ably approach 45 per cent by 1970. These 
are proportions of a growing population; 
the wbite population, in spite of immigra
tion, is growing less fast and thus, even in 
the cities and in spite of influx control, is 
being more outnumbered every year. 

Inside White City 

WHAT about these whites? In very 
broad general terms, the 40 per 

Cf'Ot of them who are English live mainly in 
the cities, do most of the business, and vote 
traditionall y for the United party (but nowa
days increasingly for the government). The 
Afrikaners have, during the past ten years, 
been streaming from their farms into the 
towns; they are getting better iobs (and 



mOSt government jobs); more of them are 
becoming businessmen, and most of them 
vote for the governing National party. Many 
white farms are big and generous and would 
seem home to a Texan. Not all whites in 
the suburbs have swimming pools, but 
nearly all families have at least one servant 
and some more than that. 

As individuals they are often likeable, and 
have a wide range of views, even on colour. 
As a group of voters, they have moved 
sharpl y to the right during the past five 
years. One reason is that they have been 
frightened by what they have read of the 
black African north, and especially the 
Congo; another is that they have been 
shocked by sabotage and occasional acts of 
terrorism in South Africa. The number of 
liberals among them has dwindled. Every· 
one expects the shrinking United party to be 
virtually obliterated at the next general 
election; with the possible exception of the 
Progressive party (which has one parlia
mentary member, the brave Mrs Helen 
Suzman) South Africa may be in danger of 
moving towards the African pattern of a 
one·party state. 

THIS is the first point about the country 
that must be grasped by outsiders look

ing for sources of change. The present 
government, which came to power in 1948, 
will not be turned out by the white voters in 
the foreseeable future; far more likely is that 
its strength, which has increased at every 
election since 1948, will continue to grow. 

Nor will there be a revolution. Five years 
ago white liberals and African nationalists 
could always be found in South Africa; the 
talk would be of organising a strike next 
week, or a protest the week after. The 
South African police have frightened off 
many of these people, and imprisoned or 
banished the rest. They have proved so 
efficient, and have a network of informers 
(African as well as European) so well 
organised, that out-and-out rebels are simply 
not to be found; anti-government conver-

Not for use-but they make me feel secure 

sations are veiled by prudence. People arc 
either plotting a revolution in deeper secrecy 
than they have previously been capable of 
doing in South Africa, or there is no plot. 
The second conclusion looks, to the 
inquiring visitor, much the more likely. 

The area of white opposition is, indeed, 
likely to shrink. The press is still free, 
although inhibited by government threats; 
so are all conforming white citizens. What 
is diminishing, as the need for the secret 
police grows, is the area of white freedom. 
The time may yet come when the value to 
the government of the Rand Daily Mail 
(whose outspoken liberalism frightens white 
voters into the governmept's arms and also 
looks good as a free press to show overseas 
visitors) will seem small enough for it to 
attack that newspaper and its bold and per
sistent editor, Mr L. O. V. Gandar. The 
mood of the whites is such, however, that 
there would be tut-tutting, and even pro
test, from the remaining white liberals
and general acquiescence apart from that. 

White South Africans are also secure in 
the knowledge that sporadic internal 
rebellions (as opposed to an organised 
revolution of which there is no sign) can 
be stamped out as quickly as they arise. 
This is because of the immense police and 
military strength of the government 
(described on page vi). For the same 

CHIPPING ,AT THE GRANITE 
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reason any now conceivable invasion from 
outside is doomed to quick failure. If the 
Portuguese can halt three simultaneous 
attacks in their colonies, South Africa has 
nothing to fear. 

From where else might change come? 
One theory, held by many businessmen in 
Johannesburg, is that apartheid will 
eventually collapse from its own economic 
absurdity. What South Africa has at the 
moment is integration in the sense that more 
and more Africans are needed in more and 
more jobs, some now semi-skilled, in the 
factories (see page xxii); these increased 
numbers must live, if not inside the white 
cities, then at least in the satellite "black 
cities. " 

The trouble with this theory is that it is 
hard to visualise just how and at what point 
the existence of a large migratory black 
labour force outside the cities will begin 
to evolve into a black part of an integrated 
society. The usually quoted analogy with 
the history of the working-class movement 
in Britain is false: British workers were 
harder to keep down because they were not 
distinguishable by colour. At any rate the 
South African government seems confident 
that it can keep all the political doors firmly 
bolted even 3S the economy continues to 
suck in African workers. Proponents of 
this theory speak of" economic integration" 
as something that already exists in Sout~ 
Africa. It is an integration of aver} 
particular kind, with the whites at the tor 
and in the centre and the blacks at the 
bottom of the job scale. 

Yet this theory has its uses, for it argues 
about apartheid on apartheid's terms, and 
it is only here that change can be searched 
for. It is inside the political, social and 
religious structure of this tightly knit (and 
strange) African tribe of Afrikaners that the 
solution for South Africa must initially be 
sought. There are only two million of 
them in the whole world; their fervent 
nationalism is an expression of their passion· 
ate desire to preserve themselves; yet they, 
like all of us, are torn by internal doubts. 

W HAT has been written up to now has aimed to show that the 
Afrikaners have South Africa tightly under their control; 

any change must of necessity be change they agree to. This 
is the point where concessions must be looked for. In the seeking, 
twO points m).lst always be remembered. The first is that these 
Afrikaners will fight to· the death for the tight to continue existing 
and that, as they see their southern Africa, they will be 
obliterated unless white South Africans dominate it. The second 
is that, since their National party government came to power 
in J948, the net effect of the world's attacks upon apartheid 
has been to drive an increasing number of English-speaking 
whites into their laager; the white South Africans themselves 
have always chosen more apartheid, not less, in response to world 
pressure. 

South Africa and the West. Spending money on Bamustans
and the South African government has aimed at spending £57 
million in the years J961-66-is by Afrikaner Nationalist standards 
a daring left-wing thing to do; giving the Bantustans some 
governmental powers, however circumscribed, is considered to 
be even more radical. But this is radicalism of a kind that the 
South African government has itself chosen to risk; it is, for 
some members of that government, a genuine attempt to sol\'e 
South Africa's problems. 

This, indeed, is the starting-point for a possible debate between 

XlI 

The first thing to do in this far from ideal situation is for 
Britain and America to recognise both the seriousness and the 
long-term nature of the problem. This could best be dune by 
setting up a working group of Foreign Office and State Depart· 
ment officials whose task it would be to study the internal move· 
ments inside the Afrikaners' National party. It would be a 
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Looking for new markets? 

South Africa is Britain's 
third largest single customer! 

One flight with South African Airways could put you in the picture. 

HERE'S HOW. Thevast South Afri ca n 
market is less than a day away ! Daily 
jet flights by South Africa n Ai rways 
and B.O.A.C, wing you to J ohannes
burg overnight. There, S.A.A. provides 
same-day connections to Cape Tow n 
or Durban. 

Sou th Africa's imports from January to 
D ecember 1964 totalled more than £713 
millions ste rl ing. 30. I % of all products 
carne £1'0111 British 11lanufacturers. How· 
much d id South Africa buy from you? 

The South Afr ican market is more than 
r6,000,000 strong. T he goods they b uy 
are silniJar, and in l11any cases almost 
identical, to those YOll are se tt ing at hom e. 
They want to expand t heir wo rld trad e . 
They recogni se, and are prepared to pay 
for, Briti sh quality. They speak your 
language. 

You , or a key l11an fron1 yo ur con1pan y, 
can be in Johannesburg-the heart of 
industrial South Africa- in a matter of 
hours, to sec in person where your product 
will fit into the market. 

South African Airways' Boeing 707 
Stratojets are fast, smooth, comfortable, 
Aboard one you could easily make a useful 

contact; you b egin to get the 'feel' of the 
country. 

High-speed Travel 
I t's perfectly possible to do the rounds of 
South Africa's main centres within a week 
(if you're pushed for time); more to the 
point, of course, is to take it easy and spend 
at least a \veekend relaxing)n the wann 
welcomes and welcome warmlhthat-South 
Africa lavishes on her visitors, T housands 
of miles of beaches, hundreds of golf 
courses ! 

Airport Car-Hire, too 
If you need it, South Afr ican Airways w ill 
arrange, at speciall y reduced rates , ca r ... 
hi re serv ice at J ohannesb u rg, Cap e Town, 
Durban , E ast London and P ort Elizab eth 
airpor ts. Charges range f rom 30/ - to So/
a d ay, acco rding to size of ca r, w i th a mile .. 
age charge from '!bou t 9d to 1/ 2d a mile , 

Supplies by Air-cargo 
South African Airways carry all manner 
of cargo in their giant Boeing 707 holds
an ything from tropical fish to computers. 
If your product comes into the air-cargo · 
category, remember the d ecided savings 
on packaging and insurance as well as the 
all-important time factor. 
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Address Book 
For full information, consult your Tra,·et 
Agent and/or your Air Cargo Agent. Or 
for timetables, fa res etc,: South African 
Airways, 25 I /259 Regent Street, London 
(in Oxford Circus) GER 9621/9, In 
Birmingham, ring MID 6917; in Glasgow, 
CEN 7971; in Manchester, BLA 1653. 
For expert help in planning itineraries, 
South African R ailways, South Africa 
House, Trafalgar Square, London (W HI 
4 488). For attractive travel literature, 
m aps,. etc,: South A fri can Tourist Cor
p oration, 70 Piccad ill y, L ondon, VV.I. 
(G RO 623 5) . 

SOUTH 

AFRICAN 



Things change too fast in this modern world. Fo)' 
accurate information on price trends and markd 
outlets in the Republic, on changing economic climates, 
it is essential to consult the people who really know. 
We in Barclays D.C.O. 'really know' because we have 
the men just where you want to sell. 

THE ECONOMIST AUGUST 7. 1965 

With over 700 offices in the Republic we are 
particularly well placed to help British 
business men who are interested in exporting 
to South Africa. 
Please write to our Intelligence Department 
at 54 Lombard Street, London, E.C.3. 

Barclays Bank D.C.O. Britain's Largest Overseas Bank 

xiv 
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good thing if this "SOuth Africa group" could be broadened 
to include, say, France and some Commonwealth countries-but 
Britain and America would have to be the mainspring to the 
whole enrerprise. 

Acquiring information and digesring it apart, the first purpose 
of this group would be to align western policies, quietly and 
calmly, and [Q set about opening a dialogue with the South 
African government. There would be no point in pretending 
at the beginntng of such a dialogue U13t the West had suddenly 
come around [Q a belief in aparrheid, or even to lukewarm 
support for it: the whole exercise proposed here would be of 
no use unless the essential principles that the West bdieves in 
for (he area were unequivocally stated. 

After that it is for the governments to do the talking. The 
strengths of the South African government would have to be 
acknowledged. But the strengths of the West ought also [Q be 
spelt out. There are many ways short of economic sanctions 
in which the needle could be stuck into South Africa should the 
Wesl choose. Every diplomatic, economic, political, financial 
and other favour now granted the South Africans should be listed 
by the "South Africa group" (which should have a devoted 
full-time secretary) and the list carried ~round in each one of the 
members' pockets. 

The West should be able to argue that while me strengm of 
Dr Verwoerd's army may be mighty, the passage of time is 
migbti~r still. His African opponents will not always be relatively 
so weak; their possible Chinese assistants will not necessarily 
always seem so remote ; the annual growth in the economy will 
not necessarily always seem so certain. The West could also point 
out that the pressure emanating from the African and Asian 
countries increases every year; the nagging to do something about 
Soutb Africa gets more persistent, and louder, as time passes. The 
case for answering this nagging, in the West's own self-interest, 
gets stronger too. No western country is thinking of using 
economic sanctions, or a blockade, as a weapon against South 
Africa. But, the South Africans could in all honesty be told, 
western opposition to orner people's demand for the use of 
~anctions might come to be less staunch as the cost of opposing 
It IS seen to grow. 

Here it should be made plain that The Econolllist does nor 
support the use of a blockade to bring down apartheid in South 
Africa. (A blockade to stop the South Africans imposing 
apartheid on South West Africa might be a different proposition.) 
The main reason, apart from qualms about using force to change 
the internal affairs of any country, is that a blockade with rhe 
object of bringing down apartheid would not work: the 
Afrikaners would rather lack than go black. To rncm the ulrimate 
defeat would be the handing over of their country to rhe Africans; 
any privations brought on by a blockad.: would b.: better than 
that. 

But there are many other people in the world who do demand 
sanctions. Dr Verwoerd will not give away his country to avoid 
economic hardship. But he might, say, increase his expenditure 
on .. Bantu education" if the alternative were a really deterrnin~d 
blockade. This is a delib~rately absurd example: no one is 
going to threaten sancrions in order to push up African educa
tion. But between the smallest changes that the South Africans 
might be willing to agree to rather than suffer the world's economic 
wrath and the biggest change of all-handing over the countrv 
-there must be an equilibrium point. This is what rhe le~t a'f 
the world should seck. 

What the West ought to have in mind is an overall settlement 
for the whole of sournern Africa that includes the maximum 
advance for Africans that can realistically be wrung out of the 
South African government. About sanctions, the West should 
tell the South Africans the plain trum: mat the West is still 
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against them, but it is getting hard to resist African and Asian 
pressure to use them. If the moment came when the American 
and British governments chose to yield to this pressure, the aim 
would be to achieve a defined and possible objective. The West 
should straightforwardly admit mat it knows it cannot bully the 
Afrikaners into submission. In return. Dr Verwoel'd should realise 
that effective sanctions cannot be ruled out. 

So much for the stick. There are plenty of carrots. One is 
that if there were a package-deal settlement part of it might be 
for the West to layoff needling South Africa and to welcome 
it back into the comity of nations , to depolecatise it. If part of 
rhe package deal meant more spenrbbg on Africans, the West 
could offer money. If the deal looked like having a chance of 
being accepted by neighbouring African countries, rhe West might 
try to nudge them into acceptance. If other things allowed, it might 
even offer to increase the price of gold. 

W HAT would be the ingredients of such a package deal? There 
would be two kinds: the grandiose and the mincr. It would 

be well worth while at least to examine Dr Verwoerd's suggestion 
of a "southern African common market": there are a lot of 
obstacles but anything that can be done to streugthen the econ
omic links that already exist, and get white South African officials 
talking to their black counterparts, might be constructive. This 
could be combined with a look at Dr Verwo::rd's scheme for a 
"commonwealth of southern African states." The Sonth 
Africans mean by this mainly tlle present ridiculous Bantustans 
plus white Soum Africa. The idea is still ridiculous even when 
the South Africans point Out that the African res ryes may be 
only 13 per cent of the republic but contain a much higher share: 
of the good agricultural land. For the Afrikaners' own Tomlinson 
commission pointed out in 1955 that the African areas, undeveloped, 
cannot suppOrt their present population . It is also no good fudging 
the issue by using the large (mainly desert) area of Bechuanaland 
as part of a scheme that could claim to have haLf of southern 
Africa in black hands. 

On the other hand it is no use, in these territorial calculations, 
to point out that the only fair carving up of South Africa is one 
that both sides, black and white, agree to. Right. But the West 
is going to get only what it can squeeze CUt of the whites, and 
no more. This understood, it is still practical for the West to 
propose a scheme for a lot more land for Africans; which would 
link it into more sensible units; and would arrange for such genuine 
African states to be given a genuine degree of self-government 
(leading to at least as much independence as the nearby British 
protectorates hope to enjoy) and a whole let more development aid 
and technical assistance. 

If such thinking included a black-governed Rhodesia and in the 
long run a~ indep:::ndent Angola and Mozambique, there might 
mdeed begm to rake shape a group of black states in southern 
Africa that could join in an economic union (if not a p~litical one) 

• One thing the South African government could be a~ked to 
do straight off, before waiting for the niceties of Ih~ negotiations 
outlined here 10 take effect, is to improve the treatment of people 
in its prisons. Too many repons have come out of beatings in 
South African prisons; of people kept in solimr\' confinement too 
long for mental health; of 19th-century stan::l;rds of food and 
hygiene for African prisoners. Other allcgatinns-for example, 
torture by suffocation or electric shock-remain to be disproved. 
The faci that the people who are bruised and bullied in South 
African jails are as often as not political prisoners makes their 
treatment no less reprehensible. This week's news that the South 
African government is investigating sQme of the more widely 
reported allegations is at least a start. 



with white South Africa. This could easily include Dr Banda's 
Malawi; it is conceivable that, given the right circumstances and 
the right pressures from the West, it might even include Zambia. 
The economic advantages of this for the whole area, and especially 
for the African states, is plain; the political advantages would be 
that a good number of the Africans in the southern quarter of the 
continent would be in black-governed territory-and to that extent 
rescued. 

But the Afrikaners would never allow them to govern white 
South Mrica. Who else could be thus .. rescued"? It is here 
that the smaller points of concession come in. For a start the 
I.7-million-strong mixed-blood" Coloured population," which is 
mainly in the Cape Province, should be taken in as part of the 
white group; many of the comparatively liberal Cape Afrikaners 
(thoroughly smashed as a political force by the diehard Trans
vaalers) would agree to this. These" Cape Coloureds" mostly 
speak Mrikaans; their forefathers were the same as ~ the 
Mrikaners' ; they have been described in Die Burger as "brown 
Mrikaners." The 500,000 Indians should similarly be included. 

There remain, in this theorising, the 71 million unrescued Afri
cans, the ones in the present white areas; their number is con
tinually growing. But making the Bantustans more genuinely self
sufficient and self-governing and, most important, much larger 
might do what Dr Verwoerd has so far only been able to promise, 
most unconvincingly, for 1978: turn the migrant tide. At any 
rate, if all that has been suggested up to this point were achieved, 
South Mrican whites would be that much relieved of the torturing 
pressure inside their imaginations: the fear of being swamped by 
overwhelming black numbers in their own country. 

If this really happened it might then seem realistic to hope for 
better treatment of the remaining Africans inside white South 
Mrica. The crux of the question is political rights. Dr Verwoerd 
argues, no doubt correctly, that any concession towards giving 
Africans the vote is the " thin end of the wedge "-the end-result 
would be African control. So getting Africans the vote for the 
white parliament is not, in the context of this argument, a prac· 
tical proposition (although the West should not hide its belief 
that, in the long run, stability means government by consent of 
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all the people). But If the whites felt less politically threatened 
by the Africans why should the latter not vote for genuine city 
councils in their own black satellite cities? The government has 
moved tentatively in this direction already; it should be pushed 
into going much further much faster. At its most ideal, it might 
even seem practical to propose a form of self-government for these 
Sowetos that took its inspiration from the Swiss cantons. 

It is hard for Britain, with its current obsession against a few 
tens of thousands of coloured immigrants coming into its own 
white little islands, to argue against influx control in the imaginary 
white South Africa projected here. But why not at least more 
security of tenure for those there, plus local self-government? It 
could be bargained for. Indeed, some Afrikaner theorists have 
proposed a combination of black, white and" multiracial" states 
for South Africa; others simply propose multiracial areas (say, the 
centre of Johannesburg) in which mixed cinema shows and hotels 
for all comers could be allowed. 

It is at this level that the most undramatic of the reforms come 
in. Is it really necessary to bully the black population with daily 
arrests for technical offences? Is it really saving the purity of 
white South Africa to prevent those theatres that choose to do 
so from allowing in audiences of all races? Why should black 
lawyers not be allowed to practise in tht' centre of Johannesburg? 
All these manifestations of petty apartheid or .. pinprick apartheid" 
are the ones that hurt most in the daily life of the people-and 
each comes under the unacceptable justification that" intermingling 
leads to friction between the races" or that it encourages 

. . 
mlscegenatlon. 

Many questions are deliberately left un tackled in this tentative 
list of proposals-for the whole operation would have to be under
taken with a mixture of clarity on general principles and flexibility 
about details. It would have to be remembered, for instance, that 
economic advance is no substitute for political rights-but also 
that it is simply not possible to engineer political rights for southern 
Africans if that puts them in control over the whites, at least before 
that misty day in the future when either the whites undergo a 
change of heart or the blacks so increase their strength as to be 
able to force one. 

WHERE THE 
PARTNERS 
PARTED 

"Partnership" between black andwhite cannotbemadetowork: 
the disappearance of the short-lived Federation of Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland in 1963 proved that. But now each of 
the three component parts of that federation is in a 
position to be hlcluded in a southern Africa settlement. 

BRITAIN is not always right. In Decem
ber 1963 one of the favourite themes 

of South Mrica's Nationalist theoreticians 
was proved correct. The federation that 
had joined together Nbrthern Rhodesia, 
Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland broke 
up and the idea that "partnership" between 
the Africans and the whites could be made 
to work was, to the Afrikaners'-and the 
Mricans'-satisfaction, proved dismaJl y 
wrong. This was partly because there never 
was a true partnership: the federation was 
run by white men. Even so, the federa
tion's dire experience is seen by white 
people in South Africa as a demonstration 

of the truth of their belief that eparation 
of the races (with the whites fullv in con
trol of the process) is the only viable solu
tion for mixed societies. 

Each of the former territories of the cen
tral African federation has since taken a 
different political path. Southern Rhodesia, 
renamed Rhodesia, is still governed by 
white men who are negotiating hard for in
dependence from Britain so that they can 
cement their control of the country for as 
long as possible. Northern Rhodesia, re
named Zambia, became an independent re
public last October and is doing its best, 
in a situation where geography and econ()-
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mics force it to compromise with the white
ruled states, to retain the purity of its 
African nationalist soul. Nyasaland, re
named Malawi, became independent last 
July; it has chosen the path of compromise. 

Dr Banda's Malawi 
With inevitable irony, history chose Dr 

Banda to spearhead the destruction of the 
central Mrican federation on the ground 
that it was dominated by white men in 
Salisbury-and it has chosen Dr Banda to 
lead his independent country according to 
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the need to compromise on almost every 
aspect of government with white men in 
Lisbon, Louren~o Marques, Pretoria and, 
still, Salisbury. 

He has established good diplomatic rela
tions with the Portuguese, thus recognising 
the arguments of geography in a country 
whose productive southern half is sur
rounded on three sides by Portugal's 
Mozambique and whose only railway 
outlet leads to the Mozambique port 
of Beira. Dr Banda has an aim in 
doing this. He has been led to believe 
that in some future southern African 
settlement the Portuguese government 
might cede part of Mozambique's vast un
developed north-western wastes to Malawi. 
For what this idea is worth, it is something 
that the West ought to bear in mind when 
investigating a policy for southern Africa 
on the lines proposed in these pages. 

Dr Banda's relations with Salisbury, Pre
toria and even Zambia's African nationalist 
capital of Lusaka are governed by the fact 
that (according to the 1961 census) more 
than half the Malawians who work for wages 
do so in Rhodesia, on the copperbelt mines 
in Zambia, or on the Witwatersrand mines 
in South Africa. They send back some £2 
million a year; Malawi's budget now runs 
at £15t million a year. Even so, the ex
pected deficit this year (£6* million) will 
have to be covered by a grant from Britain 
-and this will be forthcoming in spite of its 
being normal British policy not to help 
balance the budgets of former colonies after 
independence. 

In this situation Dr Banda is old and wise 
enough to tailor his undoubted African 
nationalist sentiments to the immediate 
needs of his country. He says things like: 
"The government will not Africanise for 
the sake of Africanisation .... No European 
will lose his job just because he happens to 
have a white skin, and ... no African will 
be promoted to a higher post ... just be
cause he happens to have a black skin." 
The British applaud; the unpromoted 
African newly educated do not. 

This is Dr Banda's problem. He is in 
the fortunate position of being able to 
pursue conservative policies in a radical 
Mrica because he has successfully been 
built up as a Messiah to his people, and 
because he does not hesitate to use dicta
torial methods, or to condone bullying by 
party thugs, in order to stay on top. But 
he has lost the support of many African 
intellectuals; indeed last September he lost 
very nearly his whole cabinet, the members 
who then rebelled now being in exile. They 
objected partly to his too conservative (for 
their liking) policies, and more particularly 
to his insistence on taking all decisions him
self, leaving nothing to " my boys." What 
he will be like if he becomes president 
Malawi will be a republic on July 6, 1966) 

these ex-ministers shudder to think. 
In some ways, therefore, Dr Banda is just 

as bad for Malawi as he is good for it in 
others: the test of his value will be to see 
what happens when he is no longer there. 
Meanwhile, for the rest of southern Africa, 

the government of some four million 
proudly independent Malawians (who treat 
their 14,000 whites with great care and 
respect) is an example of how economics 
and geography can prove more powerful 
than even the most passionate of political 
emotions. 

Dr Kaunda's Zambia 
It might seem at first sight as if the 

Banda line is very seldom, if ever, applicable 
-as if in Zambia, say, extreme dislike of 
Dr Verwoerd and Mr Ian Smith would 
overcome any argument based on economic 
or geographic necessity . Yet one of the 
first actions Dr Kaunda took on the eve of 
his country's independence was to make a 
public offer of exchange of ambassadors with 
the repUblic. His condition was that his 
African ambassador should have the free
dom to move in Pretoria that would be 
granted to Dr Verwoerd's man in Lusaka. 
To the South Africans this seemed prepos
terous: how could a black Zambian be 
allowed to roam into white South African 
hotels and restaurants? 

But the public expostulations made by 
Dr Verwoerd himself at the time must be 
balanced by the remarks many Afrikaners 
made to your correspondent in private
that "tit must come one day "-and by 
the pressure from the more world
orientated of Dr Verwoerd's supporters for 
sensible diplomatic relations with black 
African countries. 

It would certainly make sense for Zambia 
to have an ambassador in Pretoria, however 
much apartheid is anathema to its people. 
Landlocked, with eight neighbours (four 
white-governed, three black and indepen
dent and one, Bechuanaland, set on the 

way to black independence), the new Zam
bia is both symbolically and literally at the 
heart of what divides black Africa from 
white-ruled southern Africa. 

It is rich-its copperbelt comes second 
only to the Witwatersrand as a source of 
wealth and power on the continent. Yet 
this richness depends upon the financial and 
managerial expertise of two main groups: 
Mr Harry Oppenheimer's Anglo American 
Corporation (which is in so many of the 
gold mines) and the largely American con· 
trolled Roan Selection Trust group. The 
working of the mines, in a country that 
went into independence with fewer trained 
and educated Africans than most, depends 
upon the skills of its white miners, 
a goodly proportion of whom are from 
Rhodesia or South Africa. The mining 
requires power from the Kariba hydro
electric station that Zambia runs jointly 
with Rhodesia, and the copper travels to 
the sea along a railway line through 
Rhodesian and Portuguese territory. In 
1964 Rhodesia was Zambia's largest sup
plier of imported goods ; South Africa came 
second, and Britain third. 

In the short run a t least there is very 
little that Zambia's new African nationalist 
government can do about this situation. 
On the last day of 1964 its minister for 
commerce and industry, Mr Nalumnio 
Mundia, formally gave 12 months' notice 
of termination of Zambia's trade agreement 
with South Africa which, he said, was 
" repugnant" to his government. The 
result at the end of this year is expected to 
be an increase in the cost of the fifth of 
Zambia's imports that now come from 
South Africa (Rhodesia supplies 40 per 
cent), although the Lusaka government is 
hoping to get entrepreneurs to manufacture 
some substitutes locally, while it is putting 

Dr Banda Dr Kaunda and Mr Wilson Mr Smith's men in the street 
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